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Goodbye HDAS / Hello Native Interfaces
HDAS: Common interface to nine medical and healthcare databases

One interface to learn, with integral deduplication

Expensive; no longer affordable

Native Interfaces: Ovid, EBSCO, ProQuest to access the databases- all with different interfaces 

and different routes to functionality. 

Early adopter session Sept-Nov 2020, with full roll out Aug 2021

Expansion and development of programme, commissioned 

by Health Education England
- 1.5 hr sessions of demonstration & Q&A delivered on Teams/Zoom

- recruitment of experienced NHS librarians

- explicit lesson plan developed collaboratively

- PowerPoint template shared

- sharing via GoogleDrive of issues/questions after each session for continuous 

improvement of the sessions.

University of Cambridge Medical Library proactively offered 

sessions for early adopter pilot 
- Sept-Nov 2020 - 9 x 1hr sessions delivered on Teams/Zoom

What we learned from our collaborative teaching
“It was a privilege to work with such a talented and experienced team of 

librarians. Whether it was extra functionality of the interface, or an aspect of their 

teaching style, or from the participants themselves, I learned in every single 

session I co-led.”

“Interesting how many different approaches we have. Delivering such a 

concentrated amount of training taught me a lot about the technicalities of 

delivering training on Teams and Zoom, and how to keep the interest of 

the attendees throughout a 90 minute session”

Programme: 
- 120 x 1.5hr  sessions, Aug/Sept 2021, Jan/Feb 2022

- each session with co-delivered by 2 librarians

- 9 additional sessions led by Cambridge team in Apr/May/June 2022

- administrative support from HEE

405 hours of librarian teaching time, plus prep and planning time
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Benefits to attendees from librarian led sessions
“I found the expert training to be more useful than the provider training.”

“having librarians deliver the training is so helpful, as we have the same way of 

using the interfaces and the same needs.”

“The expert searching [training] provided… was exceptional as they 

show techniques that are actually useful day to day.”
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